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Fifty-three (53) first prize lotto jackpots have been won with Gail Howard's systems in pick-5 lotto

games: Fantasy 5, Cash 5, Take 5, Match 5, Little Lotto, Lucky 5, Cash Game, Lotto 5, Badger 5.

The 2006 3rd edition of Lotto Wheel Five to Win contains all the Gail Howard wheeling systems that

won pick-5 lotto jackpots and identifies which of the systems won one, two or three jackpots, also

the system that won eight first prize jackpots! Whether you spend a couple of dollars or join a pool

or syndicate, a choice of 333 systems, from $2 to $100's, gives you complete flexibility for any

possible use. Fifty systems in this book cost an affordable $5 or less to use, and more than 100

systems cost $10 or less.
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Gail Howard definitely has another winner with her "Lotto Wheel Five to Win" book. Myself and 6

other co-workers had utilized a 22 number Gail Howard Wheel to win a NJ Cash 5 Jackpot of

$99,350 on 1/31/95. While everyone hopes to win a large mega game jackpot, it is much easier to

win a Cash 5 Jackpot. Gail Howard has taken great pains to write in a lucid style which is easy to

understand by all. I highly recommend "Lotto Wheel Five to Win" for anyone who is serious about

winning the lottery.



On may 20, 1996 I won the Illinois Little Lotto drawing. I had just recently purchased the Gail

Howard publication LOTTO WHEEL FIVE TO WIN and I used her 22 number wheel. Since that

5-number win I have hit 33-4-number winners & innumerable 3-number winners. Gail Howard's

systems are the best I have seen. I fully recommend her systems to everyone serious about winning

the lottery!

After using for a few months and finding the different combinations for a small group of numbers I

started hitting many '4 of 5' prizes. Until I tried the 540 chart for thirteen numbers and twentyone

combinations, I hit the JACKPOT! Using the option F4 to optimize I increased my winnings playing

35 numbers instead of the regular twentyone and in that JACKPOT play, all the numbers were

winners! THANK YOU so much Gail for this GREAT wheeling system!

Finally, an easy to use book on how to wheel numbers for a pick 5 type game. Everything is laid out

for you in this book. See 'Excerpt' to get a peek inside this 2nd edition at how easy it is to wheel

numbers for your pick 5 lottery game!Thirty-seven (37!) first prize pick-5 lotto jackpots have already

been won with the systems in Lotto Wheel Five to Win.No other book on the market today can

compare with the ease of wheeling as this book. It explains not only how to wheel numbers so you

can win multiple prizes, but minimum and maximum prizes you can expect to win within your

wheels. Plus much more info. Just look at the books Excerpt/contents to see what all is inside. I

myself have won many prizes here in NY State in our Take-5 game.I honestly feel a Jackpot win is

within anyones grasp if they read this book and use its wheels!

If you ever want to win the Fantasy Five in Florida, this is the book that is going to help you do it. So

much information is there that one could not gain on your own. Every day now I choose a different

wheel, trying to test some of the ones in my comfort zone of how much I want to spend. It is

amazing that I have not had a day that I have not had a winning ticket of some sort, whether it is a

series of free tickets or a three or even higher. And the winning tickets which are quick picks never

have the numbers on them that I have, thanks to all the suggestions by Gail Howard. Buy the book!

If you are interested in the lottery, it will be money well spent. Anne Williams

Its a book with 330 wheels nothing more , ok in my view if you have a good winning system you

should narrow it down not expans in 330 wheels . Also theres little explanation on picking one of



them and chosing numbers if already play often and have a system to pick your numbers and know

how to play them this not for you and if youre not familiar with wheels and dont have a system to

pick numbers this not for you also. The reviews for this book are very suspicius at best

The best thing about this book is the constant reminder that the odds of winning are low in the first

place and that the methods proposed to increase the odds of winning still leave high odds you will

not win. It does provide a structured way to play your favorite numbers in a more logical,

higher-probability-to-win method. Some of the wheeling methods require 10s or 100s of dollars to

play while proposing higher odds of winning a prize but there are several, lower-odds-of-winning but

much cheaper ($2-10 per play) approaches proposed. Instant gratification is not guaranteed and I

can vouch for that since I am down $15 with another $15 in play.

I really LOVE this book! I have two of Gails other books also, but this one was disigned just for the

Pick 5 game I play! Instead of covering all the lotto games out there she focuses on just the Pick 5

games. First she walks you through the basics of the games then details how her systems work and

how to use them, after that the rest of the book is wheeling systems of all sizes and made to fit any

price range! You just carefully pick your numbers then put them in her wheels and watch the magic

happen! I have never seen anything like this, you can tell she put ALOT of time and work into this

system! I can not seem to put this book down! She makes it simple and easy to use and

understand. I have made money using her other books but I have a feeling this book is going to be

the real turning point in my lotto play. If you are serious about winning and are willing to put in the

effort to pick the numbers then you need this book!
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